
You've paid to be here so I take my classes seriously and try my very best to provide you

with professional yet fun, up to date, valuable content. My goal, by the end of this program,

is for you to have learned new techniques, gained additional knowledge and honed your art

skills. As well, been left feeling inspired; sparking fresh new ideas and creative direction

into your work that results in sellable art with your own special style:) I am honoured to be

part of your creative journey. 

I encourage you to complete all the projects in this program, whether you choose to go at

your own pace, when content gets released weekly, or by following along with the

*Facebook group and sharing your work. The video content in this course is available to

you 24/7/365. You have lifetime access to this program so you may stop/re-watch

whenever you wish. While the exclusive Facebook group is not mandatory, it is highly

recommended you join/participate as there are many artists from different countries, all at

various levels of expertise. Weekly LIVE Q+A's are recorded and saved within the

community for those that can't attend the scheduled times. Additional tips, resources and

recommendations always come up within the community which makes it a valuable

component of the program. 

Once inside the Facebook group, you will be able to locate weekly scheduled live Q+A

events, download all files, request help, share art, source additional supplies, build

relationships and participate in discussion threads. It is also the best way to find me to ask

questions! Please remember to read the community rules upon entry and be kind and

courteous to others. Only members like yourself who have paid into this program will be

granted access to the group.

*The Facebook group is run by Jane Monteith Art and can/may be subject to changes at any time.

This course is for inspirational purposes only. It is here to help you gain knowledge, learn

new techniques and improve your skills for successful application into your art. All

content is copyright material of Jane Monteith Art and is not to be duplicated in any way.

While it is important to copy style and techniques from this program in order to learn,

duplicating artwork (creating an exact copy) for resale/financial gain is copyright

infringement. All video content is owned solely by Jane Monteith Art and and is not to be

used/reproduced for teaching purposes in any other courses/programs. 
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